THE BEAUTY ROOM
PALAZZO VERSACE MOMENTS
Love Is…
A beautifully relaxing trio of massage, mini-facial and sensual scalp massage combined to re-ignite the
look of love
90 minutes / $500 per couple
Versace Signature Experience
A truly special treatment combining our Versace Signature massage with a nurturing, rejuvenating
facial
120 minutes / $380 person
Detox Delight
Combining a skin softening sugar scrub and detoxifying massage to the back of the body, with a minifacial that leaves your skin, bright, smooth and revitalised
$90 minutes / $250 per person

MASSAGE CEREMONIES
Versace Signature Massage
This relaxing, therapeutic massage is the perfect way to unwind
60 minutes / $180 per person
90 minutes / $230 per person
Back, Neck and Shoulder Soother
Focusing on the areas that traditionally hold the most tension, this treatment eliminates discomfort,
restores mobility and moves the body back to balance
30 minutes / $100 per person
60 minutes / $180 per person
Hot Stone Massage
Be transported to a place of deep relaxation by this beautifully nurturing treatment. The Smooth basalt
stones and massage techniques release long held muscular tension
90 minutes / $260 per person

THE BEAUTY ROOM
VERSACE VISAGE FACIAL
Radiance Boost Facial
Dull and tired looking skin is a thing of the past with our Radiance Boost Facial. This facial will leave
you looking and feeling radiant with a natural healthy glow
30 minutes / $120 per person
60 minutes / $200 per person
Versace Woman
Our signature Versace Woman facial is the perfect treatment to lift and tone the skin. The cleansing
techniques, myofascial massage, and use of cooling precious gem rollers leaves you with a firmer,
smoother more youthful complexion
60 minutes / $200 per person

EXPRESS TREATMENTS
Pedicure
Put your best foot forward for with our 30-minute express pedicure. This treatment includes a foot
soak, skin buff, nail and cuticle tidy and relaxing foot massage. (Polish not included)
30 minutes / $75 per person
Manicure
Dry, tired hands can be rejuvenated with our express manicure. A hand soak is followed by a nail and
cuticle tidy and finished with a gentle massage to re-hydrate and nourish the skin (Polish not included)
30 minutes / $75 per person

VERSACE ENHANCEMENTS
Please enquire about our enhancements that can be added to any of our facial or massage treatments
for a small additional cost

